MCE41/61-D
Module 10
Learning Guide
Elements of Vocation II: Context
Before you start...





Do pre-reading for this week (see Unit Guide) and explore one optional reading on Moodle
Explore Unit Guide journal topics, getting ready to post to forums (modules 4-12)
From the reading, come prepared to share a question, challenge, implication & application
If it’s your turn, come ready to share your “kingdom taster” or “resources show & tell”

1. INTRODUCTION
Welcome to week ten of “Integrating Faith and Work”. Having explored the first element of vocation, being
the nature of our kingdom work, we turn to the second element. How might we offer a foretaste of God’s
peace-full reign through the context of our vocation—that is, through both the work environment and the
relationships between people? We will consider social capital, and unpack issues of leadership and
followership. We begin with a case study of participating in God’s justice work, applying the strategies of
ministering grace and love, and being a mouthpiece for truth and justice.
This module sits within Section C of the course: “Stewarding Vocation: Seeking Shalom on Your Frontline.”
Next module we attend to the third element of vocation, being the income associated with your work.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this module are to:
 Evaluate how well we minister grace and love and function as a mouthpiece for truth and justice in
our vocation. Students will modify one thing in their work environment or relationships to better
participate in God’s justice work.
OUTCOMES
This module contributes to the following outcomes. On successful completion of this and similarly focused
modules, students should be able to:
Knowledge:
d. Critically compare and contrast the various dimensions of vocation and strategies for restraining sin and
promoting shalom through their work
Skill:
g. Strategise how to live one’s vocation for greater witness, creating a faithful and fruitful plan
Application:
i. Plan church-wide approaches to support/deploy those with your vocation in holistic evangelization
SESSION FLOW (lecture runs 6:15-9:00pm, breaks from 7:05-7:10pm, and 7:55-8:05pm)
6:15 Case Study of Justice Work: Minister Grace and Love + Mouthpiece for Truth & Justice (50 minutes)
7:10 Business Time: Show & Tell, Kingdom Taster, and Small Groups (45 minutes)
8:05 Context of Vocation and Related Issues: Leadership and Followership (55 minutes)
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2. CASE STUDY OF JUSTICE WORK:
MINISTER GRACE AND LOVE + MOUTHPIECE FOR TRUTH & JUSTICE

Resources Module 10.1
The references (see §6 below) contain fantastic material. Let me highlight what’s there and on Moodle:
Each module until this course’s end we begin with case studies of
different ways we may participate with God in our vocation. The
categories used for these case studies, capturing diverse ways God is at
work, come from Banks (1999). We begin with Alistair Macpherson’s
vision of vocation (video) as a lawyer in justice work with Corney & Lind.
A number of theological books and statements are particularly focused
on the relational context of our work, including Adeney and Heath
(2010), Breslin (2015), Hill (1994), Self (2012). At a practical level,
Michael Schluter and David Lee’s book, The Relational Manager:
Transform Your Workplace and Your Life (2009) is most helpful,
alongside the big picture of Greene’s (2001) Thank God It’s Monday.
Justice is a very contentious concept, and can easily be distorted to
conflict with love and grace. For helpful theological framing,
see Keller (2010a, 2010b), Volf’s classic, Exclusion and Embrace (1996), and
Wolterstorff’s foundational book, Until Justice and Peace Embrace (1983),
further refined in reconciling Justice and Love (2008, 2011). For the most
engaging and powerful fusion of thoughts on this topic, see the 10th
anniversary edition of Gary Haugen’s Good News About Injustice (2009). For a
popular, though hopefully not simplistic, post on political and ecclesial
approaches to apartheid in South Africa, see my Wonderingfair.com
reflections on Nelson Mandela and Desmond Tutu. Berry (1993) also has
some excellent essays connecting community and justice issues in our work,
especially farming.
For some helpful case studies and wisdom for participating in God’s
justice work, see Nelson (2011, 63-64) on Jay the Attorney, Ross and Pratt
(2013) on terrorism, Sparks (1990) on “Business Law and Biblical Principles”, and
Strohmer (2015) interviewing Relational Diplomat Chris Seiple here.
As introduced last module through the frame of equity and empowerment, here are some great
sources on justice and care for the oppressed. See the work of Dorothy Day who established the
Catholic Workers Movement (official site here), the World Movement of Christian Workers, the
reflections of French activist Madeleine Delbrêl (2000), and the work of the International Justice
Mission (IJM; Australian Branch here).

2.1

Ways of Engaging Justice Work

Banks (1999, 25) summarises God’s justice work thus:
Though God’s justice goes beyond giving people their fair and equal redress or due, and though
human justice constantly fails to live up to this standard, there is a valid connection between the
two. In some measure legislators and government regulators, judges and attorneys, supervisors,
and para-legal workers play a role in the purposes of God in the world at large. It is not a slip on the
part of Paul when he describes those who seek to reward good and punish evil as “servants (or
ministers) of God” (Rom. 12.4). So, in a different way, are social activists, minority advocates,
consumer protectors, and others. But in many types of work, including what takes place in the
home, people apply equitable rules, seek to avoid discrimination, or adopt an affirmative action
approach.
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֍ What images and vocations come to mind when you hear the words “social activist”? In what sense
does your calling align with and express God’s justice work?
Perhaps you’re picturing a human rights lawyer, a Greenpeace
oceanographer sailing on the Sea Shepherd to block whaling,
or a UN Aid worker on the frontline in a war torn region.
Closer to home, perhaps you can imagine placards and
protests on either side of the debate outside an abortion
clinic, a sit-in at your local parliamentarian’s office over “boat
people”, or a policeman passing out a speeding ticket.
Big names like Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu, Dietrich
Bonhoeffer, Martin Luther King Jr., and Mother Teresa may
come to mind. People who are highly educated and possess
power to oppose injustice.
But what about you on your particular frontline?
As with God’s compassionate work last module evoking
images of health workers, it’s easy to overlook how you can
join God in this aspect of his work in the world. This is further
exacerbated by a subtle elitism in the field of faith–work integration. We make the point that every person,
not just the authorised “priest”, is called to participate in the mission of God through their everyday life.
And yet, the majority of examples and illustrations we give come from middle-to-upper level management,
highly skilled and well payed leaders, and driven individuals who make the rest of us mortals feel like the
unfaithful servant who buried her talent.
Thus, following Sherman’s (2011, 169-182) emphasis on donating your skills in the pre-reading, I want to
choose an unlikely candidate for the first case study. We will interview a retiree.
This reminds us that “work” is not defined by pay or power. Rather, as I established in the first session from
the theologising of Miroslav Volf, work is participation with God, through the power of the Spirit, in his
transformation of the world.
More on this shortly.
Presently, we need to consider primary modes through which we may join in God’s justice work. These
come from LICC’s M’s (Marshall and Warton 2014, 7). We work towards “fruitfulness on our frontline” by:








modelling godly character
ministering grace and love
being a mouthpiece for truth and justice
multiplying kingdom resources (the 7th ‘M’ Malyon has added to LICC’s frame)
making good work
moulding culture
being a messenger of the gospel

As with participating in God’s work, each mode (7 M’s) inter-relates. There can be no neat demarcation.
Nevertheless, we will attend to two strategies this module:
ministering grace and love
+
being a mouthpiece for truth and justice.
For a detailed exploration of each facet of fruitfulness, see LICC’s “Fruitfulness on the Frontlines” transcript
and discussion guide. Following are some of the key points.
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2.1.1 Ministering Grace and Love
Description: “There are many ways to do this, not only in practical care and kindness for those who need it,
but through the way we respond in difficult and indeed ordinary situations. How do we engage with the
check-out person, or the lonely shopper in the charity shop, or the new parent at the school gate, or do an
appraisal with the other person’s long-term interests at heart, not just the company’s?”
Key Question: How might I minister grace and love to people on my frontline?
Key Passages: Luke 10:25-37; 1 John 4:19
Key Point: Like the man by the side of the road, we have been shown lavish grace by Jesus—the ultimate
Good Samaritan, demonstrated by his radical love on the cross. Our love and grace towards others
therefore springs from a place of thankfulness for the grace that we have been shown.
Useful Discussion Starters:
֍ Can you think of a time when someone has powerfully shown you grace and love in a way that you think
captures the real meaning of these words?
֍ What small-but-costly things might you already do on your frontline that you might not have ever
considered to be ‘ministry’?
֍ Drawing from the story of the Good Samaritan (a person despised by the Jews, much like common
Australian attitudes towards contemporary Middle-Eastern refugees), who are our ‘difficult’ neighbours on
our frontlines and what are some of the reasons we find not to minister grace and love to them? How have
you seen them take the initiative, like the Samaritan, to minister grace and love when we have failed?
֍ If our actions are a reflection of what is in our hearts, in what ways did the heart of the Samaritan differ
from the hearts of the priest and the Levite?
֍ In what ways were the actions of the Samaritan costly to himself? What can it cost us to minister
generous love and grace to those on our frontlines?
֍ How do you think the expert in the law may have felt after Jesus’ command to “Go and do likewise”?
(v. 37) What does this mean in our context?
Actions in Response:
 Pray that God would reveal more of his grace and love for us.


Take a moment to reflect on what it might mean for you to “go and do likewise” on your frontline.
Listen to God’s prompting. … Pray that God would give you a deeper awareness of how you could
respond. Keep your eyes and heart open to see and meet practical needs in your reach.



Consider putting aside $5 this week simply to show love and grace to someone on their frontline.
You could perhaps buy somebody a coffee or write a kind note in a card.
How might you bless someone with your small investment?
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2.1.2 Being a Mouthpiece for Truth and Justice
Description: “There will be times when being a disciple means speaking up against things that are unfair,
unhealthy or untruthful, and speaking up for things that are true and just and good.
It takes courage, wisdom and prayer.”
Key Question: How might I be a mouthpiece for truth and justice on my frontline?
Key Passages: 2 Samuel 12:1-13 (Nathan confronting King David over Bathsheba); Isaiah 1:17
Key Point: We are called to see where justice and truth are not being upheld on our frontlines, and we are
called to grow in wisdom and courage to speak up where necessary.
Useful Discussion Starters:
֍ Following Christ means speaking up for right living and fair dealings in order that things are more in line
with God’s ways. What instances, if any, of injustice or untruth have you seen on your frontline recently?
֍ Particularly if your work situation requires you to navigate tricky ethical issues, maybe even speaking up
against the boss, what are some of the issues that might prevent you from speaking out on your frontline?
֍ Why might a Christian choose to work in a highly conflicted field? Any advice to navigate this calling?
֍ In what ways have you seen people in your industry be a mouthpiece for truth and justice?
What difference did it make?
֍ On our frontlines, all of us will have found ourselves in conversations where the person we are talking to
is saying something unkind (whether true or not) about someone else. Are there any tactics that you have
found useful in these situations that have enabled you to stand up for truth and justice?
֍ The prophet Nathan speaks with great wisdom and is able to bring King David to the point of realising his
own wrongdoing (adultery with Bathsheba). How might we learn from Nathan’s example? What factors
might be relevant for us when we are weighing up whether or not to speak out in our own circumstances?
Actions in Response:
 Spend a few minutes in silent reflection. Think about the injustices and untruths that you see on
your frontline: is God bringing one particular thing to your attention? Like Nathan, might there be
things that God is prompting you to do about this and is there any particular wisdom you may
need? Share your reflections in pairs or as a group and pray together.


Take some time to meditate on Philippians 4:8 this week and ask God what this might mean for
your particular frontline: “Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is noble,
whatever is right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is admirable—if anything is
excellent or praiseworthy—think about such things.”



“All that is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good people do nothing” (Edmund Burke). What
one injustice on your frontline has God laid on your heart? Seek wisdom and make a plan to speak
truth to power, covered by the prayer of your closest friends.
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Class Activity 10.1—5 minutes
Skimming over the notes above, rank your intentionality on each mode of seeking fruitfulness on your
frontline, and reflect on the questions below.
(1 = no fruit or intentionality; 5 = some awareness and fruit; 10 = clear plan, faithful action, and bearing fruit)

Ministering grace and love
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ To whom, on my frontline, is God calling me to minister grace and love?______________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Pray, plan, share and then implement one action you will take this week to put this into practice:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
being a Mouthpiece for truth and justice
<1----------------------------------------------------------5----------------------------------------------------------10>
֍ In response to what situation or person on my frontline is God calling me to speak truth to power?
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
֍ Pray, plan, share and then implement one action you will take this week to put this into practice:
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Reflection Activity 10.1—Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#10.1 Based upon class activity 10.1 and the notes above, how would you rate your intentionality and
effectiveness in terms of both ministering grace and love, & being a mouthpiece for truth and justice?
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2.2

Case Studies of Joining God’s Justice Work

As we turn to questions of justice, it’s easy to idealise action. We tend to seek a quick fix through a power
encounter rather than patient and wise service. Fyodor Dostoyevsky captures this well. In his expansive
work of fiction, The Brothers Karamazov (Pt. 1, Bk. 1, Ch. 5 “The Elders” online here; emphasis mine), he
tells of the youthful and immature commitment of Alyosha to die for a godly cause:
[Alyosha] was to some extent a youth of our last epoch—that is, honest in nature, desiring the truth,
seeking for it and believing in it, and seeking to serve it at once with all the strength of his soul,
seeking for immediate action, and ready to sacrifice everything, life itself, for it. Though these young
men unhappily fail to understand that the sacrifice of life is, in many cases, the easiest of all sacrifices,
and that to sacrifice, for instance, five or six years of their seething youth to hard and tedious study, if
only to multiply tenfold their powers of serving the truth and the cause they have set before them as
their goal such a sacrifice is utterly beyond the strength of many of them. The path Alyosha chose was
a path going in the opposite direction, but he chose it with the same thirst for swift achievement.
A second danger presents, that of idealising those we desire to liberate. In the same book, Dostoyevsky
speaks of a doctor who claims to love “humanity”; unfortunately, he can’t stand people. That is, we can
become a kind of pseudo-Saviour, needing to be needed, and glorifying in the way we free some reified
collective such as the “oppressed”: the refugee, the battered woman, the LGBTIQ youth, and so on. This
may turn to pride and hypocrisy as the pursuit of justice degenerates into a naming, shaming and judging of
those we deem to be the “oppressor”: the corrupt politician, the overpowering husband, the abusive priest,
and so on. In each instance, we love the idea of loving others, but fail to embrace actual people before our
eyes. G. K. Chesterton (Heretics [Hendrickson Christian Classics, 2007, p101] powerfully makes this point:
We make our friends; we make our enemies; but God makes our next door neighbour. Hence he
comes to us clad in all the careless terrors of nature; he is strange as the stars, reckless and indifferent
as the rain. He is man, the most terrible of the beasts. That is why the old religions and the old
scriptural language showed so sharp a wisdom when they spoke, not of one's duty toward humanity,
but one's duty towards one's neighbour. The duty towards humanity may often take the form of some
choice which is personal or even pleasurable. That duty may be a hobby; it may even be a dissipation.
We may work in the east end because we are particularly fitted to work in the east end, or because
we think we are; we may fight for the cause of international peace because we are very fond of
fighting. ... But we have to love our neighbour because he is there—a much more alarming reason for
a much more serious operation. He is the sample of humanity which is actually given us.
Precisely because he may be anybody, he is everybody. He is a symbol because he is an accident.
In each of the case studies that follow, the subject is an unlikely hero. Rarely did they set about speaking
truth to power, or ministering grace and love to those on the margins. However, they invested themselves
over years into meeting the needs of those on their frontline, each person having a name and face rather
than being treated as a problem. They asked tough questions of why these needs existed, and what action
would truly make a difference. They followed the problems upstream and oftentimes discovered corruption
and broken systems enshrining injustice. In turn, they found their voice to advocate for those they loved.
It all started at a grass roots level, getting your hands dirty while gardening God’s world.
We are all called to participate in God’s justice work, whatever our station in life. So, we begin with a casestudy of a retiree loving migrants and refugees in a very special Brisbane school. While each of the 7 M’s
are in play, pay attention to how the fruitfulness of this work depends on Christ-followers ministering
grace and love, and being a mouthpiece for truth and justice.
֍ As you engage these case studies, prayerfully consider: which neighbours and needs on my frontline is
God putting on my heart. How would he have me respond?
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Class Activity 10.2—45 minutes
Explore the first case-study for 30 minutes (distance students can either skip this first study, or listen
back over the interview on Moodle [slides here]), looking at how Anne Benson joins in God’s justice work
by the way she supports refugees through Milpera State High School (§2.2.1 below). Then, spend the
remaining 15 minutes on one of the shorter clips (especially §2.2.6 below) in the subsequent sections.
֍ What most impacted you in these clips?
֍ How did these people express God’s justice through the very nature of their vocation?
֍ What role do ministering grace and love, and being a mouthpiece for truth and justice,
play in the fruitfulness of their work?
֍ How does this relate to, challenge, and inspire you to live your calling?
֍ In response, what is one change you will make on your frontline to more faithfully and fruitfully
participate in the justice work of God?

Reflection Activity 10.2—Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the questions below, bouncing off class activity
10.2 above, ticking off the related boxes of the unit guide.
#10.2 What impacted you most in the clips you watched? Specifically, how do you participate in God’s
justice work, and what one change might you make to be more fruitful on your frontline?

2.2.1 Donating Your Skills as a Retiree: Loving Refugees as a Teacher Aide
<<Distance students may wish to check Moodle after the scheduled date of this session, for an mp3
interview with Anne Benson conducted in class this module (accomanying slides here>>
In the interest of full disclosure, Anne Benson is
my mum! Her first professional job was as a
primary school teacher, before I was born.
Taking care of my sister and me became her fulltime job. Her frontline consisted of other parents
and community groups as she drove us to and fro,
helping us form into semi-decent human beings!
As the years rolled on, however, mum never
returned to paid employment. Coming from a
Salvation Army background, she saw her
“workplace” as meeting diverse needs in a broken
world. Funded or not, she exemplified the great
abolitionist William Wilberforce’s ethos:
No [person] has a right to be idle. . . . [W]here is it that in such a world as this, health, and leisure,
and affluence may not find some ignorance to instruct, some wrong to redress, some want to
supply, some misery to alleviate? [Wilberforce, A Practical View of Christianity.]
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Over the years, Anne has transformed into a volunteer extraordinairre, deploying her vocational power in
numerous causes and touching countless lives: chatting with and caring for neighbours as she walks the
dog, helping with flood recovery, discipling teens, visiting people in hospital, teaching English on short-term
Thailand mission trips, mentoring young adults through letter writing, the list is endless.
As her decades of leading youth ministry
came to a close, she decided to volunteer as
a teacher aide. However, the school where
she volunteered was quite unique. Their
mission statement resonated with her
heart, and professional background:
“Milpera State High School is committed to
maximising the full human potential of every
student within a socially just and culturally
inclusive environment. We achieve this by
delivering a quality educational and
settlement service that is needs based in
order to gain the best learning and
settlement outcomes for our learners and
their families.”
As explained on their website here, Milpera is
a unique and vibrant educational institution totally dedicated to the settlement and English
language development of recently arrived migrants from a non-English speaking background.
Whatever the reasons for
migration to Australia, as the
children of business or skilled
migrants, of students or as
accompanied or
unaccompanied refugees, all
Milpera students will receive a
high quality education designed to develop their English language skills and equip them for further
study. While the development of English language skills is the primary focus, students are also
taught Mathematics, Science and Health and Physical Education.
The staff at Milpera are extremely dedicated and well qualified with all English teachers having
formal qualifications in Teaching English as a Second or Other language (TESOL). There is a varied
program of instruction involving strategies such as camps, excursions, visiting performers and
music and art activities.
Teachers are supported by a range of support services including a Guidance Officer, Home Liaison
Teacher and art and music therapists based in the school’s unique HEAL (Home of Expressive Arts
and Learning) Centre. There is also extensive support from multi-lingual teacher aides and office,
grounds and cleaning staff.
At the heart of the school’s learning environment is a very attractive campus with excellent
facilities, including well equipped classrooms, shady recreation areas and state of the art computer
and science laboratories. Students are, therefore, exposed to a wide range of learning experiences
that will prepare them well for life beyond Milpera.
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In this case study, we will
hear about Anne’s
experiences at Milpera.
Over the last decade, she has
worked with a number of
families both in the
classroom, and supporting
families such as Burundian
refugees—taking them on
holidays and coast trips,
tutoring their children, being
matron of honour at a
wedding, and widening the
family love at Christmas time.
Through this association she has found opportunity to minister grace and love. And more recently, she has
been sensitized to the injustices associated with how we treat these most vulnerable sojourners in our
country, attending rallies and raising awareness of drowning Syrians fleeing for refuge, and deported
residents on the shortest of notice.

֍ How might you steward your calling by donating your vocational power on behalf of vulnerable
people groups? What involvement do you have with migrants and refugees on your frontline?
[Again, distance students may wish to skip down to §2.2.6 to make their primary case study that of
Alistair Macpherson, and his vision of vocation (video) as a lawyer in justice work with Corney & Lind.]
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For a similarly inspiring story of a retiree making a difference, watch the 6 minute video interview with
Coral Bryant, called “Love in the Dog Park”, online here as part of the Sign Evangelism Course.

2.2.2 God @ Work, Protecting
You have two options here:
1) Watch this 4 minute video with Brad Close,
Royal Australian Airforce pilot, as he shares
how God is at work through his vocation.

2) Read/skim the Moodle article by Ross and
Pratt (2013), “Terrorism: An Incarnational
Response,” as a practical theologian interviews
a top-ranking UK policeman about how his
faith shapes his response to civil unrest:
“Chief Superintendent Andrew Pratt examines the development of community policing and its role
in combating terrorism in the UK. British policing used to combat terrorism arising out of the
political conflict in Northern Ireland was unprepared for the very different style of terrorism of
Islamic extremists. Reflecting on his experience working with the Asian community in Blackburn, CS
Pratt reveals how his initiatives arising from his commitment as a Christian evolved new forms of
community policing. He challenges Church and society to engage with cultural difference. Alistair
Ross who conducted the interview adds some further theological reflection on such complex issues.”
֍ Being the Tsaddiqim is not just about seeking shalom. It’s also about advocating for justice by
restraining sin. When free agents with real choice decide to hurt others, how do you respond?
In what ways does your line of work, and you personally, exercise force in the cause of protecting what
matters most? How could you do this in a more godly way?
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2.2.3 God @ Work, Litigating and Reconciling
You have two options here:
1) Watch this 3 minute video
with commercial litigator
and conflict mediator, Ian
Bloemendal, as he shares
how God is at work
through his vocation.

2) Read/skim the Moodle article by Strohmer (2015; online here), “Conversation with Chris Seiple:
A Rare Look Inside the Hidden World of Relational Diplomacy,” as he unpacks how his faith shapes
his response to reconciliation in issues of global dispute.
“Energetic, articulate, and biblically literate, Chris Seiple, the President of the Institute of Global
Engagement (IGE), travels widely as a relational diplomat. In this exclusive interview for
wagingwisdom.com, Chris draws on personal experiences to describe the world of relational
diplomacy and, with a heart-on-sleeve vulnerability, he talks in-depth about working through tough
challenges to remarkable breakthroughs in the Middle East. People who are puzzled about why it is
taking so long to get to the kind of meeting of minds that can end adversarial relations and conflict
will, I think, be especially helped. The wealth of wisdom Chris shares also has clear practical
meaning for people like you and me who try our level best to be wisely peaceable in our own
communities and nations, amid situations where fresh insight is always welcome to help us improve
our listening and learning from others.”
Chris Seiple works at the critical intersection of religion and global affairs, building sustainable
environments for religious freedom worldwide. In their words, “IGE works with governments and religious
leaders to ensure that people of all faiths and none have freedom of conscience and can participate as
equal citizens in public life.”
֍ What does working
for reconciliation look
like on your frontline?
Share a time when you
were called to solve a
dispute, whether
through recourse to
policy/law or relational
diplomacy. How did your
faith impact the way you
went about treating the
opposing parties
(cf. Matthew 18:15-18)?
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2.2.4 Truth and Justice in Art
You have two options here:
1) Deb Mostert: Artist

Being a mouthpiece for truth and justice doesn’t just mean using your words. For artists like Deb Mostert,
it means employing symbols to get important messages out there. (See Deb’s 8 minute “vision of vocation”
interview at the 2016 Transforming Work conference here [password: Creative].)
Take 10 minutes to explore through some of her work, on web, facebook and instagram.
From an email update (September 2, 2015), she shares about her artistic exploration of migration:
“Australia is a huge raft of refugees and migrants from all parts of the globe, fleeing war and
economic hardship and clinging to the edges in the hope of a life of freedom. I am first generation
Australian, with both my parents having left the Netherlands with their families in the 1950’s.
I am very grateful to be living in this vast and free country with all its opportunities.
We watch all that is happening around the
world regarding migration—forced or
otherwise. The displacement of millions of
people from their homelands (4 million from
Syria alone) is one of the biggest issues
facing the world. What should my attitude
be towards new arrivals desperate to share
our raft with us? What should our
government’s attitudes be?
Sparrows are a common, introduced bird to
many parts of the world. Innocuous, small
and ordinary, they are the ‘everybird’. Yet
‘not one of them falls to the ground without
the Father knowing’—when all else scorn
them, apparently their creator still cares.
‘Sparrow’ was a song Paul Simon penned in
the sixties … ‘who will love a little sparrow,
who’s travelled far and cries for rest?’
I continue to question my own reaction to
people seeking safety around the
world....will I respond out of fear or with
compassion?”

Have a look through Deb’s works, and see how she ministers grace and love (for instance, in her “flood
recovery objects” exhibition), and is a mouthpiece for truth and justice through her artistic vocation.
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2) Majority World Photography Agency: “Intimacy and Insight—An Insider’s Perspective”
While this business is not led by Christians, through common grace,
there is much that is “kingdom” about it. Check out Majority World
photography here, on facebook here, with a helpful article by scholar
and photographer Shahidul Alam here. Long story short, their slogan is
“opening doors, opening minds”. They recognised early on that most
journalism involved those in the relatively wealthy minority world
(“first world”) re-presenting those in the relatively poor majority world
(“third” or “developing world”). The result was particular depictions of
the “other” that often made them into a problem, or a charity case,
rather than demonstrating their strength, diversity, and attitude to
injustice at a local level. So, they set about training, empowering, and
sourcing locals to offer an insider’s perspective on the world, seen
through their eyes. They function as a mouthpiece—or better yet, a
camera lens—for truth and justice.
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While in Oxford (UK) in 2014, I had the chance to see an exhibition at Keble College called “Defying the
Laws of Gravity.” It featured the work of Majority World Photo Agency in Bangladesh, 1987–2014.
Here are the descriptions they gave, from these emerging photographers.
It's an unlikely mix. The powerful but sage Abir Abdullah, the
protesting activist Taslima Akhter, the quiet and reflective Sarker
Protick, the agent provocateur Jannatul Mawa, the deep and other
worldly Anisul Hoque, the disturbingly questioning Tushikur
Rahman and the visionary Shahidul Alam. Collectively they shape
one of the most powerful photographic movements of modern
times.
In fifteen years, and with the most rudimentary of equipment, they
have taken a hundred square metres of Dhaka as their own and
created a vortex of creativity that has shaken the world of
photography. The whirlwind around that vortex, fuelled by a
revolution against injustice, has not only taken on a tired education
system steeped in bureaucracy, but also a global and seemingly
impenetrable photographic industry hijacked by wealthier nations.
They are photo-militants who have learnt to defy the rules of
gravity.
The work is remarkable for its range, but is bound by an
underlying strand: a belief that the art of photography, cannot,
must not, limit itself to the aesthetic alone. The compulsion to
address wrong, regardless of the vocabulary of the art, is what holds this wild bunch together. Unlike other
schools of thought however, Pathshala has been able to accommodate and thrive on this diversity. Freed from
the need to conform, unencumbered by role models other than in ethics and philosophy, each artist has found a
unique signature, where the greater signature of the school only becomes apparent when one steps back to see
the bigger picture. Multi-coloured bogies in vastly different guises all on the train to justice.
Shahidul Alam's "Struggle for Democracy", produced at a time when the concept of a photo story had not been
developed, looks at politics not merely in terms of the physical struggle for power, but also in everyday life.
Religion, class, gender and militarization are all addressed in a succinct essay produced and exhibited under
oppressive military rule. An open letter to the prime minister, incorporated within a visual narrative, forms a
window for other practitioners to peep through.
Abir Abdullah, at that time a young recruit at Drik, looks at the war veterans whom the euphoria of victory had
left behind. Classic in its approach, it is the tender humanity of his work and his ability to relate to a dream that
had shaped a generation before him, which makes the work stand out.
One could walk past Anisul Hoque without
seeing him. Quiet, unassuming, almost
invisible, Anis is almost like the bonsais that he
grows. His work, influenced by the mother that
he lost while young, is similarly diminutive, but
detailed and laden with symbolism. He is the
ultimate sufi photographer.
Taslima Akhter is inseparable from the labour
movements she has singled out as her space. It
is only fitting that perhaps one of the most
iconic images of the decade was seen through
her lens. One that she was perhaps destined
for. Typically, she scorned the award ceremony
in Amsterdam, to be there with the workers.
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Tushikur Rahman draws on his own troubling past to take us to uncomfortable realms. Dark and sombre, the
work unearths the subject of suicide, a common but taboo subject that middle class sensibility finds difficult to
discuss. While it draws us into problematic areas, the
work, through his own life, also gives us hope and
provides an understanding of youth culture.
Sarker Protick's delicate imagery floats amongst this
heavy cast. The high key images surround their subject,
wrapping them in tenderness. While the typical
photojournalist photographs events and moments.
Protick photographs feelings, his images lovingly
brushing themselves across the canvas.
Jannatul Mawa returns us to the essence of
documentary photography. She peels back layers of
societal veneer and strips bare the relationships of
power and class. Embedding herself within that social
milieu, she offers images that are understated and
unreliant on words, reminding us that the personal is
political.
Diverse as they are, there are few courts of Justice that
could deny the living, breathing documents of these
powerful witnesses of our times.
Exhibition curated by Mary George, Rupert Grey & Shahidul Alam
֍ In your vocation, how do you use symbolism and image to unveil injustice and mobilise people to see
the world from a kingdom perspective? How might you better, in Walter Brueggeman’s words, engage
the “prophetic imagination” to call people to righteousness?
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2.2.5 Grace and Love, Truth and Justice through Architecture
As we will explore in the final section of this module, the “context” of our work is not simply relational.
It is also physical and environmental. Our call to minister grace and love, and be a mouthpiece for truth and
justice, is also expressed through building design. We are physical creatures who necessarily move through
space and time. Beyond this, with are aesthetic creatures, designed for beauty.
This has implications for every vocation, particularly architecture.
You have two options for case studies here:
1) Alejandro Aravena: “My architectural philosophy? Bring the community into the process”
Listed as one of the 11 “must see” TED talks (Technology Engineering Design = TED), notice the resonances
between Alejandro’s architectural philosophy and the kingdom call to seek community and empower the
oppressed. (Some would say that his hair-style was his first mighty building project.)
Aravena’s TED talk (no. 9 of 11, scroll down) is available here (on youtube here).
Here is the synopsis of the talk:
When asked to build housing for
100 families in Chile ten years
ago, Alejandro Aravena looked to
an unusual inspiration: the
wisdom of favelas and slums.
Rather than building a large
building with small units, he built
flexible half-homes that each
family could expand on. It was a
complex problem, but with a
simple solution—one that he
arrived at by working with the
families themselves. With a chalkboard and beautiful images of his designs, Aravena walks us
through three projects where clever rethinking led to beautiful design with great benefit.
2) JAMIN Building Designs
Established by Christians and based in Brisbane, JAMIN seeks holistic and integrated solutions in the field of
building, architecture and interior design. They take an explicitly cutomer focused relational approach that
serves ground-up design and embraces their clients’ personalities and lifestyles. It melds beautiful
aesthetics with simplicity and environmental sustainbility to serve community. This is primarily how this
team ministers grace and love, and in a small way is a mouthpiece for truth and justice.
Have a look around their website here. While their Christian faith is not explicitly spoken of, consider how
this ethos is embodied in their work.
For additional examples of faith at work in this field, see Sherman (2011, 59-62, 108-111).
֍ How does the physical environment and building design either help or hinder the pursuit of shalom
(holistic flourishing) and justice on your frontline? What one change would make the most difference?
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2.2.6 “Just Redemptive Outcomes” with Corney & Lind Lawyers
Paralleling §2.2.3 where we were Litigating and Reconciling with God @ Work, this section offers a major
case study in place of §2.2.1, especially for distance students more interested in God’s justice work in Law.
At the 2016 Malyon Transforming Work Conference, we had the pleasure (and challenge) of hearing from
Alistair Macpherson. He shared his vision of vocation (video) as a lawyer in justice work with Corney & Lind.

For more information, download their “Our Differences” booklet, and read their “About Us” webpage.
Here’s the lowdown:

Our value proposition = Just Redemptive Outcomes
Our vision is to seek to provide advice and solutions that deliver redemptive, just and restoring outcomes,
bringing order out of the chaos in this world.
We recognise the often devastating consequences that human error, institutional failures, fractured relationships,
discrimination and other wrongs have on the whole person. We understand the importance of life-giving
community; or safe and healthy institutions, charities, churches, schools and businesses that shape lives and
culture. Cultivating wise decision making requires space, dignity, discretion and clarity around risks and options.

Our core values

We pay attention—listening well to the needs of our clients and responding in a timely manner.
We exercise care—knowing that we are entrusted with significant issues in people’s lives.
Our responsibility is to be accurate.
We seek to have integrity—acting with honesty and openness.
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What drives us
We are committed to being agents of justice and mercy in the community—seeking to make a positive
contribution to the fabric of this world.
Our Logo reminds us of the fabric of God’s world.
There is order … and there is wonder …
(things out of left field that take us by surprise).
We believe that God has called us to make a positive contribution
to the fabric of His world by being agents of justice and mercy.
Each of our lawyers believe in the call on their lives to contribute to the fabric of this world through measured,
timely, strategic counsel, courageous advocacy and clear documentation. This leads to just redemptive outcomes.

Work as Ministry
We see our work as lawyers as a ‘calling’ and part of our Christian Ministry & Missional Endeavour.
This involves prayerfully re-imagining the ‘market place’ as a God created and ordained context in which
Spiritual Gifts are to be exercised in a redemptive way for the common good and the building up of the Church
(gathered and dispersed).

The difference all this makes to you, the client
We are of course still human but clients do say we are refreshingly different—as we seek with God’s help to be
Careful, Attentive and work with Integrity.
So whether we are drafting Commercial documents or assisting you in Dispute Resolution
(including Family Law matters) you can expect that we will be compassionate,
clear and those who work hard for good, right and just outcomes.
SO, watch the 8 minute video, and reflect on how Alistair expressed God’s justice through the very nature
of his vocation, and how your calling aligns with and expresses God’s justice work.
֍ How does this relate to, challenge, and inspire you to live your calling?
֍ How might I minister grace and love to people on my frontline?
֍ How might I seek “just and redemptive outcomes” on my frontline?
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3. BUSINESS TIME
Each module, we will use the middle session for business time. This centres on student contributions and
interaction. Let’s start by drawing a name for which students will share in “Show and Tell” or “Kingdom
Taster” next module, before forming into groups to pray for our workmates and debrief the readings.
DRAWING FROM THE POOL OF NAMES, NEXT MODULE’S CONTRIBUTOR WILL BE …
SHOW & TELL: ______________________
or
KINGDOM TASTER: ___________________

3.1

Show & Tell and Kingdom Taster

Class Activity 10.3 … Show & Tell (5 mins)
Across this unit you will discover countless links and inspiring illustrations.
So, in this spot, it’s a chance for one student each week to share either:
1) An excellent resource that supports our efforts toward vocational stewardship;
2) An example or story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.

Class Activity 10.4 … Kingdom Taster (10 mins)
Sherman (2011, 23) shares the illustration of Baskin-Robbins pink spoons. Before the
average ice-cream eater is willing to fork out good cash to eat what you’re selling, they
want a taste. It’s not enough to describe the flavour. They need to see it, smell it, and
ultimately consume it.
In a similar way, being a workplace witness must extend beyond talking about shalom.
Our lives become a sample, with real substance, that invites our peers to taste and see that
God is good. To know that the Kingdom/reign of God has come near.
So, if it’s your turn to contribute, here’s what you need to do:
1) Take a photo of you and your pink spoon at your place or work or key vocation. Email this to
david.benson@malyon.edu.au, so he can display this while you’re sharing.
2) Tell us a bit about your vocation in its various dimensions: the nature of the work (daily tasks),
the context of the work (work environment and relationships), the product of the work (goods
and services), and the reward from the work (whether financial, relational, or environmental)?
(See the “kingdom gap” activity after this box for more.)
3) How do you offer a foretaste of the kingdom through your vocation? Share a story.
4) How can we pray for you, to better restrain sin and seek shalom? >> We’ll pray for you!
(Struggling to see these dimensions in action? Check out the story of Perry Bigelow,
as retold by Sherman (2011, 59-62.)
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One way of conceptualising your vocation is through “the Kingdom Gap.”
Try this:
1) Imagine your vocation was carried into the New Creation. Imagine that it reflected the fullness of
the Kingdom of God, where all the corrupting influences of sin are removed. (Some professions will
take more imagination than others.) Think about the following dimensions:
a. The nature of the work itself (i.e., the day-to-day tasks workers do in producing something—
entering data, fitting parts on an assembly line, consulting with clients, and so forth);
b. The context of the work (i.e.., the work environment and community among workers);
c. The product of the work (i.e., the central goods and/or services your business yields—
computer chips, financial advice, transportation, education, and so forth); and
d. The income/reward from the work (i.e., profits and pay from goods and services rendered)
2) Now, what is the current state of affairs? Again, consider each of the same dimensions: the nature,
context, product, and income of the work.
3) In God’s strength and prayerfully following His lead, how can I leverage my power and position to
close this Kingdom Gap? That is, how can I participate in healing action by restraining sin and
promoting shalom/flourishing? Again, seek God for particular actions you can do in each facet of
your vocation: nature, context, product, income.

Three new actions that I can start right now to bridge the Kingdom Gap as a sign of God’s shalom are:
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________
 ________________________________________________________________________________

You might find it helpful to map this onto a diagram like the following:
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3.2

Small Group Interaction

Class Activity 10.5 … Group Interaction (30 mins)
Each module we’ll break into the same small groups of ~3-4 people. You can join with who you like,
though it may help to find people with a similar type of work to you, aligned with Banks (1999, 22-26)
and Sherman (2011, 102-104), i.e., grouping by one of the seven types of God’s own work in the world:
A) REDEMPTIVE WORK: God’s saving and reconciling actions
B) CREATIVE WORK: God’s fashioning of the physical and human world
C) PROVIDENTIAL WORK: God’s provision for and sustaining of humans and the creation
D) JUSTICE WORK: God’s maintenance of justice
E) COMPASSIONATE WORK: God’s involvement in comforting, healing, guiding & shepherding
F) REVELATORY WORK: God’s work to enlighten with truth
Here’s the things you’re to work through:
1) A key stream for living your faith at work is through your kingdom ethics. To keep this in mind,
each module you are to read out-loud a portion from the Sermon on the Mount. What comes to
mind in your own context? Silently reflect for a minute on how to live this out. [5 minutes]
M1 = Mt 5:1-12 M2 = Mt 5:13-20 M3 = Mt 5:21-25 M4 = Mt 5:27-32
M5 = Mt 5:33-37 M6 = Mt 5:38-48 M7 = Mt 6:1-18 M8 = Mt 6:19-34
M9 = Mt 7:1-11 M10 = Mt 7:12-14 M11 = Mt 7:15-23 M12 = Mt 7:24-29
2) Choose 1-3 non-Christian peers on your occupational frontline.
Pray for them by name as you feel led. [5 minutes]
3) Which of the pre-readings did you engage? Share a brief summary of the key points, giving most
attention to the set-text and readings in the Unit Guide. (You may even find it helpful during this
time to divvy up the next module’s readings, so between you they’re all covered.) [5 minutes]
4) From what you read, debrief using these four aspects [10-15 minutes]
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
(It’s helpful to jot notes using these 4 themes (Q/C/I/A) as you read outside class. This helps you engage
what’s said, without getting too hung up on the details as you’re not examined on this. That said, each
journal entry you need to engage with the set text, and [MCE61] *one* of the optional readings.)
5) Discuss the related journal question for this module (for modules 4-12) [15 minutes], i.e.,
Journal #7 (re: module 10):
How do you minister grace and love through your vocation? Modify one thing in your work
environment or relationships to better participate in God’s justice work.
6) On the odd chance you finish all this with time left, then have one group member share a current
story where you need “workplace wisdom”. Using the most basic model of theological
reflection—see, judge, act—work through these questions:
What is going on and why? What ought to be going on? How might we respond?
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4. CONTEXT OF VOCATION AND RELATED ISSUES:
LEADERSHIP AND FOLLOWERSHIP

Additional Resources Module 10
The key focus in this session is Schuurman (2004, 165-168), exploring how we may restrain sin and
promote shalom through the context of our work.
Related to this concern, we explore questions of leadership and followership. Particularly helpful
are Hill (1994), Kelley and Greenleaf (2002) precisely on the topic of Followership and Servant
Leadership, and Power and Foster (2011) exploring the difference you can make if you’re not boss.
The edited reading from Stevens and Banks (2005) has a number of particularly helpful and brief
guides to big topics surrounding the relational and environmental context of your work:
 “Accountability, Relational” by Pete Hammond (13-15)
 “Accountability, Workplace” by Walter Wright, Jr. (15-17)
 “Conflict Resolution” by David Augsburger (63-67)
 “Conflict, Workplace” by William E. Diehl (67-70)
 “Leadership” by Patrick Lattore (131-136)
 “Office Politics” by William E. Diehl (160-163)
 “Service, Workplace” by Robert Banks (225-229)
 “Stress, Workplace” by Robert Banks (238-243)
 “Whistle-Blowing” by John E. Richardson (301-303)
 “Workplace” by Robert Banks (314-317)

4.1

Mapping Your Territory (LICC, 2010)
Thus far we have considered ways that we may
participate in the justice work of God, ministering
grace and love and being a mouthpiece for truth
and justice as part of a holistic witness. This
relates to our journal question for this module:
How do you minister grace and love through
your vocation? Modify one thing in your work
environment or relationships to better
participate in God’s justice work.
As we focus explicitly on the context of our
vocation, it is helpful to take stock of our
context.

Using the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity’s resource, “You and Your Frontline” (2010), and
additional questions from the “Transforming Work” discussion guide (subscribe here), it is timely for you to
“map your territory”.
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Class Activity 10.6—15 minutes
Which two of the following questions are most pertinent for you. Discuss your answers with another:
(1) Approximately how many people do you connect with in an average week, in your primary
sphere of activities? Fill in a number against each of the areas: e.g.,
Subordinate
____
Peer
____
Superior
____
Other Departments ____
Clients
____
Suppliers
____
TOTAL
____
If not in a paid job:

TOTAL

____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

(2) How many people do you connect with on a daily basis? Using the chart and question above, and
as far as you know, how many of these are Christians? Pray for one person on your heart now.
(3) What are the names of the people you spend most time relating to at or through work? How well
do you know them on a scale of 1 to 10. 1 is a purely functional relationship, 10 is a very good
friend you could talk to about almost anything. How might you better love these neighbours?
Name
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________
______________________

Depth 1-10
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________
_________

Ways I can practically care for them right now
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

(4) What are the major challenges I presently face in the context of my vocation?
(5) Who are the people that you have difficult relational issues with at work, if any? What is the
nature of those difficulties? Based on what you’ve read in preparation for this module, and the
Spirit’s leading, how would Christ have you seek reconciliation/healthy relationship with them?
(6) Who, among all the people you connect to, do you think God is particularly prompting you to
pray for or reach out to in some way? How will you respond this coming week? Make a plan.
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Reflection Activity 10.3—Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#10.3 In response to class activity 10.6 (above), what characterises good/godly work relationships on
your frontline, and how might you offer a taste of the kingdom in this way? Where have you seen God
at work, particularly through the relational context of your occupation? How might you improve one
particular relationship this week?

4.2

The Context of Vocation

Schuurman (2004, 165-168) draws out the many facets of our context that give our work meaning:
 Work rhythms allowing prayer and reflection
 Community through a common project
 Loving our neighbours as we labour together
 Investing into the surrounding community
Given that we live in a fallen world, however, must seek transformation of our work context in promoting
shalom and restraining sin:
 Healing discrimination, distrust and enmity between workers as agents of reconciliation
 Securing humane working conditions, hours and facilities for workers and their families to flourish
 Establishing healthy practices and processes that protect people and care for the environment
 Speaking truth to power in addressing malpractice, corruption and corporate injustice
As mentioned earlier, we are physical beings.
Thus, our work environment also warrants
consideration. Buildings, work stations, toilet
and child-care facilities, safety, and
architectural aesthetics all come into play.
They may facilitate or hinder community,
embodying or undermining the values for
which an organisation stands. The space in
which we work, and even the transit to and
from work, are vehicles through which we
may seek and convey truth, goodness and
beauty. Conversely, inattention to this aspect
of our working context can turn even a
meaningful vocation into the functional
slavery of a sweat-shop. When Egypt asks
Israel to bake bricks without supplying the straw, God is attentive to the cries of the oppressed workers.
We, too, should be sensitive to those with the least power in our organisations. Do they have a voice?
What are they saying? How may we as the Tsaddiqim offer them a taste of the kingdom?
Schuurman (2004, 168) concludes:
In such a complex interdependent world, it is easy to become either cynical or slothful about our
responsibilities. But vocation calls Christians to be concerned about them, and to struggle with others
to find policies, practices, and perspectives that do not worsen matters, but improve them. This is
part of our unique vocation, as members of the world community during this time and this place.
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֍ What stands out to you most in Schuurman’s points above? What does this look like on your
frontline? How does the physical environment at your workplace help or hinder holistic flourishing?
What changes might you make in response to transform the work context?
The discussion guide for “Transforming Work” (LICC 2014, 37) offers some additional helpful points to
positively shape our context. Drawing from Greene (2009, ch. 4), they discuss the “Five Relational Proximity
Factors” that help us strategically measure and improve workplace relationships.
1—Directness of Contact … In person vs. remote contact
2—Continuity Over Time … Regular contact with the same people
3—Multiplexity … Contact in different contexts
4—Commonality of Purpose … Shared goals and experiences
5—Parity of Power … Equal right to make a contribution
֍ How would you rate each on your frontline (1 = very poor; 10 = very strong)?
How might you steward your vocational power to improve the situation?
Breslin (2015) puts this in an explicitly theological frame. We are called to be “workplace PRIESTs”,
representing people to God, and God to people, as a bridge built upon “communication, peacemaking, and
service” (288). This involves embracing and activating our priestly identity, being strategic and forming new
practices in six dimensions:
P = Praise and Prayer
֍ How do you cultivate praise and express thanks to God for what he’s doing in and through your
workplace? When do you intercede for your workmates and how might you be more consistent and
intentional in this discipline? Discern how God would have you re-present him each day.
R = Reconcile
֍ How is God calling you to be reconciled to Him in holiness and virtue, expressed on your frontline?
Which relationships at work are fractured—whether between you and others, or purely your neighbours to
each other—in which you can work for restoration?
I = Invite
֍ In what ways can you invite workmates to take steps towards Christ, to seek shalom and salvation?
E = Encourage
֍ What evil must you resist, and how might you affirm and call your workmates to draw on common grace
for the common good?
S = Serve
֍ Following Christ’s kenosis (Philippians 2:5-11), how might you lay down or leverage your power to lift up
those around you, serving, blessing and labouring for them as unto the Lord?
T = Team Up
֍ Following our corporate calling as a holy priesthood (1 Peter 2:9), who can you partner with and how
might you strategically join efforts as workplace PRIESTs to seek fruitfulness on your frontline? How might
you reconnect your work with your local church community, pooling resources and vocational power?
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4.3

Related Issues: Social Capital, Leadership and Followership

Irrespective of whether we are the CEO, middle-level management, the janitor, or a volunteer/trainee, we
are called to both “lead” in a godly way, leveraging our power to lift up the downtrodden, and we are called
to “follow” Christ, respecting and serving those for whom we work—whether bosses, suppliers, clientele,
fellow workers, or “subordinates”. These actions are key in shoring up the bottom line of social capital.
Rather than write more about it, the rest of the class is about asking you questions and inviting your stories
to see what it looks like on your frontline. God-willing, it may focus how we seek shalom in the context of
our vocation, leading and following in a Christ-like way, and stewarding our talents as the Tsaddiqim.

Class Activity 10.7—30 minutes
In the space below, write what you consider to be 3 markers of Christlike leadership, and followership:
CHRISTLIKE LEADERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

CHRISTLIKE FOLLOWERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

Pair up with another, and agree on 3 markers for each, in rank order.
CHRISTLIKE LEADERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

CHRISTLIKE FOLLOWERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

Now, combine pairs into a group of four, again agreeing on and ranking 3 markers for each.
CHRISTLIKE LEADERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

CHRISTLIKE FOLLOWERSHIP
1______________________________________
2______________________________________
3______________________________________

Think of a genuine scenario on your frontline where issues of leadership and followership have arisen.
Tell this story to another.
Then, in pairs, use the markers above to consider how well you are demonstrating Christlike leadership
and followership in the situation.
֍ What one change in your leadership and followership would Christ have you make in response?
Commit this to prayer, together, asking for God’s empowerment on your frontline.
If you have additional time, consider the following questions:
֍ How does the context of your vocation create meaning?
֍ How does the context of your vocation (both in relationships and workplace environment)
require transformation, to restrain sin and promote shalom?
֍ How could you modify one thing in your work environment or relationships
to better participate in God’s work?
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… Finish by praying for each other in pairs:
Drawing from LICC’s Transforming Work discussion guide (2014, 20), “you may like to choose a couple of
questions from this Q5 framework as it covers a broad range of topics likely to be relevant in a workplace
context:
Q1—Whatcould I pray for your tasks?
Q2—What could I pray for your workplace?
Q3—What could I pray for your colleagues/clients?
Q4—What could I pray for you personally?
Q5—Whose salvation could I pray for?”

Reflection Activity 10.4—Distance Students
Journal at least 30 (meaningful!) words in response to the question below, ticking off the related boxes
of the unit guide.
#10.4 In response to class activity 10.7, what markers of Christlike leadership and followership
are most important? How are you going expressing these on your frontline?
What might you change in response?
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5. CLOSING PRAYER AND PREPARATION FOR NEXT CLASS
The Lord’s (or Disciples’) Prayer, based on Matthew 6:9-13, is an important practice that has drifted off the
radar for many Christians. And yet, it is a core and sustaining discipline. It is a gift guiding our vocations.
So, each module, we’ll finish by praying this together. After this, I will pray a blessing over you, drawn from
Garber (2014, 239) or various prayers in Nelson (2011, 31, 48, 61, 98, 118-119, 160, 182-183, 200). Across
this course, it is my hope that you will form some unique practices (spiritual habits) that direct your heart
and working routine toward your kingdom calling.
Our Father in Heaven,
Holy is your name.
Your Kingdom come,
Your will be done,
On Earth as in Heaven.
Give us today our daily bread,
And forgive us our sins,
As we forgive those who sin against us.
Lead us not into temptation,
But deliver us from evil.
For yours is the Kingdom,
The power and the glory,
Now and forever,
Amen.
A Prayer for Faithfulness (Nelson 2011, 182-183):
Heavenly Father, I place my life and my
work in your loving hands. Protect me from
evil and strengthen me with your grace
that I may resist the many temptations
that confront me daily. Lord Jesus, help me
to be fully present in the workplace where
you have called me to honor you and to
faithfully serve the common good.
Holy Spirit, empower me to live a life of
integrity, to be a faithful presence in my
workplace, and to learn contentment. In
and through the vocation you have called
me to, conform me to greater
Christlikeness of life.
In Jesus’ name I pray, Amen.
Avodah. May your work and worship
be one in glorifying God this week.1

1

See Nelson 2011, 26-27. Avodah derives from ‘abad, first used in Genesis 2:5, 15 where tilling the garden is spiritual
service akin to dressing the altar, living all of life before the face of God (coram Deo). Cf. avodah in Ex 35:21.
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Forum Activity
For each of modules 4 through 12 of the course, please submit a 200 word forum post, comprising:
(a) A personal response to the assigned vocational question emerging from the module notes.
This response must engage with the set text—and one optional reading for MCE61/D—and centre
on a story from your frontline.
(b) Forum interaction with at least one other student that advances the conversation, perhaps
through a comment or question.
The 9 posts and forum interactions are together to be submitted as one word.doc online for
Assessment Requirements 2a & 2b. (Check the criteria!) However, to ensure you are tracking with
the material, and that distance and class students journey together, you are required to post these
responses to Moodle within the week after the Module is completed.
For each Moodle Module (4-12), I’ve set up a forum bubble.

The next question to which you will respond is:
Journal #7 (re: module 10):
How do you minister grace and love through your vocation? Modify one thing in your work
environment or relationships to better participate in God’s justice work.
You should have discussed this forum question in your small group during this module’s middle
session (“Business Time”).

All students respond on the Moodle Forum (200 words)
֎

Preparation for Next Week …
 Forum post work (as per the unit guide assessment requirement) both addressing the set
question, and interacting with others. Post this to Moodle before next class.
 Pre-reading, as per Unit Guide lecture schedule. The set-text is the minimum. Divvy up the
other readings with your small group, and come ready to share on each of the following:
-a question—something you don’t get, or want to clarify
-a challenge—something you disagree with, or want to nuance
-an implication—“so what” for your vocational stewardship
-an application—something useful right now toward fruitfulness on your frontline
 If it’s your turn, come prepared for show & tell to share a helpful resource or inspirational
story that demonstrates vocational stewardship in action.
 If it’s your turn, come prepared to share your kingdom taster, sending your “Pink icecream-spoon at Work” photo to david.benson@malyon.edu.au.
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